
(The corresponding result for the dual program also holds.)

Proof. Recall [1, pp. 651, 654] that for t:.t = Tin, tk
ft = kTln, k = 0,1,

. . . , n, vectors en ( tk ft) E EM were defined by

b,

y ~ 0,
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x ~ 0,

Tx + Wy = p,

Ax

\

(1.1)
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1. Introduction. A number of authors [1], [3], [4], [9], [12] have considered
a particular form of stochastic linear programing called by Dantzig [3]
programming under uncertainty. Essentially, the problem considered is that
of finding the optimum value of the vector x in the program

z = min E[cx + min (qy)],
x U
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where E is expectation with respect to the random vector of resources p.
(For a description of problem (1.1) and some of its practical interpreta
tions, see [6], or the various papers quoted above.) In this paper we study
the natural extension of the restricted right-hand side problem (1.1) to the
general case in which c, q, l' and W as well as p are random variables. We
call this general problem a stochastic program with recourse. The rigorous
definition will be given in §2.

With the generalization of the stochastic program to include random W,
the problem of attributing a precise meaning to the stochastic constraints
Tx + W y = p becomes significant. One interpretation is to require that
x be selected so that the equations Tx + Wy = p are solvable in non
negative y for all values of the random parameters in the support of their
joint distribution. This interpretation is computationally convenient and
reasonable (as we shall see) when W is fixed. A second interpretation is to
require that x be selected so that the equations Tx + Wy = p are solvable
almost surely. When W is random these two interpretations can lead to
materially different sets of feasible values for x. In §3 we show that these
two interpretations are equivalent under a rather weak continuity-type
conditi(>Il-the W-condition-which includes fixed W as a special case.
Even when the W-condition is not satisfied, we show that there always
exists some subset ~ of this support of the random variables such that for
any x, Tx + Wy = p is solvable almost surely if and only if Tx + Wy = P
is solvable for all values of the random variables in ~. In the second part
of §3 we show that, if W is fixed and the support of the random variables

* Received by the editors September 7, 1966, and in revised form January 30,
1967.
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Kow since the right-hand side is no more than 5Jl.t:.t, the assertion is proved,
since it holds for each component.

HEFERENCES

I (t~+1 - t1h ft
(t r

ft
) + (t2 - t8

ft h ft (t.ft) I

+ I~:I 'Y - ~:~I 'Y I·

{

1 JI~- c(t) dt if k = 1, ... ,n,
ft(t ft) = t:.tft InC k k-I

cft(tt) if k = 0,

and an associated step function eft: [0, 1'] ~ EM was defined by

{
cft(tkft) if tk

ft
~ t < t~H for k = 0, ... ,n - 1,

.ft(t)
c = ft( ft). ft l'lc tft If t = tft = .

Let p. be the supremum of the absolute values of all components of c
for t E [0,1']. Clearly each component of Cft(tkft ) and eft(t) is bounded byp.
for all relevant n, k, and t.

Now, given t1 and t2, let no be sufficiently large so that t:.t < 1O-1(t2 - td

for n > no. For a fixed n > no define l' = max {j:t/ ~ tll and
s = max {j:t/ ~ ~l. Then °~ tr

ft
~ t1 < t~H < t:-1 < t8

ft
~ ~ ~ T.

Now, by the definitions,

J
I2 8-1

eft = t:.t
ft L: Cft(tkft ) + (t~H - t1)Cft (trft ) + (t2 _ t.ft)cft(t.ft).

I, k=r+l

f
l~-I

But, since the first term of the right-hand side is just c, we have, for
Inr

any given component 'Y of c, "yn of eft and 'Yft(tkft ) of Cft(tkft ),
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if z(x,O = - 00 on a set of positive measure,
otherwise,

z(x) = Ed z(x, 0 I = Jz(x, ~) djj

STOCHASTIC PROGRAMS WITH RECOURSE

D[z(x,O] = { -0
00

\

A[z(x,O] = 1 z(x,O dp.,
O;,;.(X,O<+OO

B[z(x,O] = 1 z(x,O djj,
-00<.(%,0<0

C[z(x ~)] = {+ 00 if z(x, ~) = +00 on l\ set of positive measure,
, 0 otherwIse,

(2.5)

(2.4)

to be the sum of the four quantities:

We shall refer to (2.2) as the second-stage program. Except in trivial cases,
a value yO of y which achieves the minimum in (2.2) is clearly dependent
on ~. But because (2.2) may be unbounded, infeasible, or have more than
one optimal solution, it is not correct to speak of yO as a function of ~ except
possibly as a set-valued function. On the other hand, Q(x, 0 is a legitimate
function from 2 into the extended reals if we let it take the values + 00 or
- 00 when (2.2) is infeasible or unbounded below, respectively.

In order to give meaning to E E in (2.1), it is certainly helpful to note
the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.3. For fixed x, Q(x, 0 is a measurable function from (2,5, jj)
into (R, ill, v), where ill is the Borel algebra on the extended teals R and v is
the Borel measure extended to R.

Proof. The value of the linear program (2.2) is given by one of a finite
number of algebraic expressions (or ± 00) subject to a finite number of
optimality, infeasibility, or unboundedness conditions, each of which is an
algebraic expression. Thus Q(x, 0 is piecewise continuous on each of a finite
number of subsets D of RN

, which are finitely generated by open and closed
subsets of RN

• It follows that each set D is a member of 5' since, in fact,
it is a member of the Borel algebra on RN

• Since Q(x, 0 is continuous on
each D, the inverse image of an open ray in R is also a member of 5', and
since the open rays of R generate ill, the inverse images of members of ill
are members of 5.

The foregoing lemma is not quite trivial. There exist functions (see the
example used by Caratheodory [2, p. 379]) for which the inverse image of
Lebesgue measurable sets need not be Lebesgue measurable but which can
plausibly be interpreted as recursively computable functions on the reals.

There are several possibilities for extending the definition of integration
to cover the function z(x,~) = cx + Q(x, ~), which for each x maps 2 into
the extended reals. We define

W(~)y = p(~) - T(~)x,

y ~ o.

DAVID W. WALKUP AND ROGER J.-B. WETS

z = inf EElc(Ox + [min q(~)y I T(~)x + W(~)y = p(O]I,
x~O y~O

(2.2)

(2.1 )

where x and yare variable matrices of dimension n X 1 and ii X 1 respec
tively. ~ indicates componentwise inequality, and 0 is the appropriate zero
matrix. The symbol EE (expectation with respect to ~) remains to be de
fined precisely.

For fixed x and ~ the expression in square brackets in (2.1) is just the
value of the linear program

Q(x,O = min q(Oy,
y

is a polyhedron, then the set of feasible values of x is also a polyhedron.
This follows from a more general result, Theorem 3.14, which shows that
the set of feasible x is unaffected by a broad class of manipulations on the
support of the random variables.

In §4 we show without restrictions that the natural equivalent determi
nistic form of a stochastic program with recourse is a convex programming
problem. Moreover, for the case of fixed W we obtain results on the con
tinuity of, and the existence of supports to, the functional of the equivalent
deterministic problem, which generalize and strengthen some of the results
previously obtained for the case of p random only.

The fact that the equivalent deterministic problem is convex is en
couraging from a computational point of view, but it constitutes only an
initial step towards solution methods for stochastic programs with recourse.
In another paper [8] we are able to obtain results for some special forms of
recourse of more immediate computational significance.

2. Statement of the problem. We suppose a probability space (:=:,5, p.)
is given, in which 2 is a Borel subset of RN

, N = (m + 1) (n + ii + 1) - 1,
5' is a u-field on 2 which includes the Borel sets, JL is a probability measure
defined on 5', and 5' is completed with respect to JL. Admittedly the arbitrary
Borel sets, singular measures, etL., which the generality of this assumpti~n

allows are not to be expected in practical problems. However, a certam
amount of nicety must be observed anyway, especially with random W,
and the additional abstraction is essentially free. We think of the coordi
nates of a point ~ of 2 as the components of a collection of five matrices,
c, q, p, T, and W of dimensions 1 X n, 1 X ii, m X 1, m X n, and m X ii
respectively. Thus c, q, p, T, and Ware functions of the random variable
~ (specifically projections) which we may write c( 0, q( 0, etc.

A stochastic program with recourse can be formulatedas:"
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Q(x) = EdQ(x, OJ.
We call (2.7) the equivalent deterministic form of the stochastic program
(2.1) .
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+ 00 with zero probabilityJ,

STOCHASTIC PROGRAMS WITH RECOURSE

K 2 = {x IQ(x, 0(3.1)

the strong feasibility set:

(3.2)

3. Feasibility sets. In the preceding section we defined the objective
function z(x) for all values of x in R n

• Nonetheless, it seems desirable to
have specific knowledge about where z(x) or, equivalently, Q(x) is finite,
and this requires in part a knowledge of where Q(x, 0 < + 00, Le., where
the second-stage program (2.2) is feasible. Accordingly we define the weak
feasibility set:

For the problem pf this section we set X = R" and define the relation CR
\

,,(~) = (~: E X I xCR~ for all ~ E ~J

,,-1(8) = (~E E Ixm~foralIx E 8J

K 2
8

= {x IQ(x) < +001,

and for each ~ E R
N

the elementary feasibility set:

K 2(0 = {xIQ(x,O < +ooJ.

The set K 2 consists of exactly those x for which the term C in (2.5) is finite.
Thus, clearly, K 2 ::::> K 2

8

• Like z(x), K 2 and K 2
8 are unaffected by replacing

E by any set of measure 1, in particular RN
• Provided the solution is not

- 00, the equivalent deterministic problem (2.7) is one of finding the
infimum of a finite function over the intersection of K 2

8 with the set K 1

= R e
n

= {xix ~ OJ.
U some of the rows of p, T, and Ware nonstochastic with in fact zero

entries in W, it is natural to write the equations Ax = b corresponding to
these rows separately as in (1.1) and define K 1 (as in [9» to be the set of
solutions to Ax = b, x ~ O. The remaining equations give rise to new
functions and sets, Q(x, 0, Q(x), K 2

8
, and K 2 • The results which we shall

derive for the unseparated form (2.1) apply with obvious adaptations to
the separated form (1.1).

In order to facilitate our discussion of the relationships between the weak
feasibility set K 2 and the elementary feasibility sets K 2(0, we introduce a
more general setting and attendant notation. Let CR be a relation between
points x of a set X and points ~ of a set E. For each subset 8 of X and
each subset ~ of E, we define

It is easily verified that

",,-1(8) ::::> 8, K-\(~) ::::> ~,

"-1,,,,-1(8) = ,,-1(8) and ",,-I,,(~) =

z = inf [ex + Q(x»),
%~o

DAVID W. WALKUP AND ROGER J.-B. WETS

(2.7)

where

{
+ 00 if z(x,O = + 00 for some ~ E E,

C'[z(x,01 = 0 otherwise,

{
00 if z(x,~) = - 00 for some ~ E E,

J)'[z(:r" 0 1= - 0 otherwise,

where E is now interpreted as the set of possible values of the n~ndom varia
ble ~. In this case, z( x) depends crucially on E. In the next sectIOll we ~rov~

that there always exists some set EO of measure 1 so that, o~ ~epla~~lIlg ::..
b ,;;,0' (';;' ct: ) the resulting z( x) as defined using (2.6) IS IdelltlCal to

y ...... m ......"" 1-1 , . ' f h t
the original z(x) as defined using (2.5). ~ pl~uslbl~ candidate or.t e se
,;;,0 is the smallest relatively closed subset E of ::.. havmg measure 1 (l.e., ~he
;up~ort set of the measure 1-1). We shall show that this intuitively temptmg
substitution (certainly when E = RN

) is correct for a rather broad (·lass
of stochastic programs with recourse but fails in .gener~l. . .

Since our principal concern is illuminating difficulties that might ar~se

from random coefficients in (2.2) rather than discussing obvious pathologies
of c(O, we shall assume throughout the rest of this paper that e = Edc(~)J

is finite so that (2.1) is equivalent to

(2.6)

h t · ( + ) + (- 00) = + 00 The formalwhere we adopt t e conven IOn 00 . '
definition of a stochastic program with recourse (2.1) IS now. complete.

The practical import of the definition of C and D above IS that we are
willing to ignore an irregular outcom~ of the seco~d-stageprogra~.(na~ely,

infeasibility or unboundedness) if It occurs With zero probablhty. Smce
(2.1) is a minimization problem, the conven~ion (.+ (0) + (-~) = +.~,

ran be interpreted as taking the conservative Vl~W t~wards neuro~lC

values of x which lead to both infinitely good and mfimtely bad contnbu
tions to z( x). From the definitions (2.5) it follows that we may reelace the
set E of the probability space (E, 5, 1-1) in the obvious way by R , ~r any
other Borel subset of RN whose intersection with E has measure 1.' Without
altering the objective z(x). Thus z(x) and consequentl~t~e SO.lutIO~ to the
stochastic program (2.1) depend on the probability dlstnbutIOn given by
1-1 and not at all upon an a priori choice of a set E. . .

An altogether different situation arises if we replace the defimtIOn of C
and Din (2.5) by
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K/ = K(E) = n K 2(0
EEZ

rather than (3.1). One of the principal objectives of this section is to de
termine conditions under which the analogous expression

1305STOCHASTIC PROGRAMS WITH RECOURSE

(3.8)

Thus, ~ E K-1(X) if and only if the pair (z(O, 0 is in the graph of the
set-valued functIOn pos W. By hypothesis, the graph of the restriction of
?oS W(~! to ~ is a cl~sed subset of R

m
X ~. Since z(O, and hence (z(O, 0,

IS a contmuous functIOn of t it follows that K-I (x) n ~ is closed in ~.

THEOREM 3.7. If the restriction of pos W(O to Z is cont~nuous, then

K 2 = K(Z).

Proof· Let ~ E K 2 • By definition of K 2 we have JL[K-\X)] = 1. Applying
Lemma 3.6_WIth ~ = E, we have that K-\X) n E is closed. But a closed
subset of_E of measure 1 is just Z; hence K-I (x) ::::> Z. It follows that
K 2 C K( E), and by Proposition 3.3, K 2 = K( Z).
T~ see the ~ignificanceof continuity of pos W in the foregoing theorem,

consIder the sImple stochastic program:

minimize O·x + Ew{yJ,

-x + wy = 0,

x ~ 0, y ~ 0,

~~ere w has a distribution with support Ew = [0, 1] and w = °with proba
bIhty zero. It ma! be seen t~at K 2 = {x Ix ~ OJ but K( Z) = {x Ix = OJ.
Note that pos w IS the half-hne [0, CfJ) so long as w > 0, but at w = °
pos w abruptly collapses to the origin. '

So far the present section has been concerned exelusively with the value
+ CfJ for Q(x, 0, which corresponds to infeasibility of the second-stage pro
gram. We turn now to an examination of the dual of that program since
th~ dual. is infeasible when Q(x, ~) = - CfJ. The dual program ~ay be
WrItten m the form of equality constraints in nonnegative variables:

Q*(x, 0 = max [(p - Txf, - (p - Tx)T, O]u,
I'

u ~ 0,

where u is a column vector of length 2m + ii, [W T
, - W T , I] is the matrix

~orm~d by juxtapo~ing the transpose of W, its negative, and an ii X ii
IdentIty, etc. By ~Irect ~nalogy with the treatment of Q(x, ~), we may
define a dual relatIOn CR given by

XCR*~ if and only if Q*(x, 0 > - CfJ,

dual operators K* and K*-\ dual feasibility sets K/(O and K* and obtain
dual results leading up to the following corollary.

COROLLARY 3.9. If the restriction of pos [WT(~), - WT(O, I] to Z is con
\

DAVID W. WALKUP AND ROGER J.-B. WETS

(3.4)

holds in the probability formulation (2.5). We begin with the following
theorem, the proof of which is given in Appendix A.

THEOREM 3.5. The weak feasibility set K 2 is closed, convex, and can be
written in the form K 2 = K(~), where ~ = K-1(K2 ). Moreover, JL[~] = 1.

Since K 2(0 is always a closed convex polyhedron, one obvious conse
quence of the above theorem is that K 2 is polyhedral if E is a finite set.
Moreover, since the intersection of any collection of closed sets in a Lindelof
space is the intersection of a countable subcollection, it follows from
Theorem 3.5 that K 2 can always be represented as the intersection of at
most countably many sets K 2( ~).

In order to state the conditions under which (3.4) will hold we must
consider some further properties of the second-stage program (2.2). The
columns of the m X ii matrix W span positively [5] a closed convex cone:

pos W = {t IWy = t, Y ~ 01
in R m

• As in [7], let us consider the space e, whose points are the closed
convex cones in R m with apex at the origin, and define a metric on e by
taking as distance d( C1 , C2 ) between two members of e the Hausdorff
distance between their intersections with the unit ball of R m

• In [7] it is
shown that pos is a continuous map of a subset Z of R mn (considered as a
set of m X n matrices) into the metric space e if and only if it is a closed,
lower semicontinuous set-valued mapping of Z into R ffl

• The following
lemma and theorem show that the appropriate continuity conditions on
pos W will ensure (3.4).

LEMMA 3.6. Suppose the restriction of pos W(O to a subset ~ of E is con
tinuous. Then for any x, K-1(X) n ~ is a relatively closed subset of ~.

Proof. For any x and ~, the second-stage program (2.2) is feasible, i.e.,
~ E K- 1(X), if and only if pos HT(~) includes the point z(~) = p - Tx.

by setting xCR~ if and only if Q(x, 0 < + CfJ, so that K 2(0 = K(O. We
note the following simple consequence of the definition of K 2 and K.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose ~ is any subset of E such that JL[~] = 1 and
K 2 C K(~). Then, in fact, K 2 = K(~).

Under the possibility formulation (2.6) of a stochastic program with re
course the set K 2', consisting of all x E R n for which C' = 0, would take
the form
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y ~ 0,

Tx + Wy = p,

\

An important special case o_f hypothesis (ii) is the case pos W(O = R m

(or its variant pos W(O = R
m

, where iii is the number of rows of W in the
separated form (1.1)). We shall say in this case that the stochastic pro
gram has complete recourse. In case hypothesis (iii) holds we shall say the
stochastic program has fixed recourse.

In the remainder of this section we assume that W is fixed and develop
some of the resulting properties of the feasibility set K 2 • We also assume

N ,
as we may, that Z = R . Since feasibility of (2.2) depends only on the
(p, T, W) components of ~, we can define <R as a relation between elements
of R

n
and ZPTW . All the results from Proposition 3.3 through Corollary 3.13

remain valid. Note that by replacing Z by ZPTW (the support of the margi
nal distribution) in the definition of the W-condition, we impose a stronger
condition since ZPTW always contains the projection of Z into ZpTW. In
fact, when W is fixed we can replace Z by ZPT . In this case it follows from
the modified version of Lemma 3.6 that any set K(~), ~ C ZPT, is un
altered by the operation of replacing ~ by its closure or by any dense sub
set of ~. Also, it is easy to see that if Tx + Wy = p, y ~ 0, is feasible
for two values of (p, T), then it is also feasible for any convex combination
of them or any positive multiple of one of them. Thus we have shown that
the following theorem holds.

THEOREM 3.14. If W is fixed, then K 2 = K(~), where ~ is any set obtained
from ZpT by applying the operations: topological closure, convex closure, posi
tive hull closure, posihve scalar mu{f1"plication, or any of the (not necessarily
unique) inverses of these operat1:ons.

It should be borne in mind that there is a differellce between the action
of the positive hull or positive multiplication operations on the set ZPT and
the action of the same operations on ZPT X W considered as a set of values
of (p, T, W). From Theorem 3.14 now follows the next proposition.
_ PROPOSITION 3.1.5. If W is fixed and ~, the closure of the positive hull of
ZpT , is polyhedral, then K 2 is polyhedral.

Proof. Nate that K 2 is polyhedral when ~ is finite and apply Theorem
3.14.

PROPOSI1'IUN 3.16. If W is fixed, p and l' are independent, and Zr (or the
rlosure of its positive hull) is polyhedral, then K 2 is polyhedral.

Proof· Since p and T are independent, ZPT = Zp X ZT. For each T in
ZT let K 2( T) denote the set of x such that

is feasible for all p in Zp . By Theorem 13 of [10), K 2 ( T) is the set of feasible

DAVIV W. WALKUP AND RUG~R J.-B. WETS

K/ = K*( Z).

However, since the feasibility of (3.8) is independent of the val~eof x, for
each ~ the set K 2*(O is either empty or R n

. Thus Coro.llary 3.9 IS actually
less substantial than comparison with Theorem 3.7 Inlght suggest.

The hypotheses of Theorem 3.7 and. Corollary 3.9 t~ken together c?n
stitute an important regularity conditIOn for stochastIc programs WhICh
we formalize as follows. . .

DEFINITION 3.10. A stochastic program with rec~urse (2.1) IS SaId to
satisfy the W-condition if the restriction to Z of pos W(~. and
pos [WT(~), - WT(O, I] are continuous in the sense of [7], where::.. IS the
smallest relatively closed subset of Z of measure 1. .

Thus Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.9 may be restated as the fol~ow~ng

theorem, which shows that for stochastic programs with recourse satI~f~I.ng

the W -condition, the probability formulation is equivalent. to the p~sIbIhty

formulation using the intuitively appealing and convement set ::.. as the
set of possible values of the random variable ~. .

THEOREM 3.11. If a stochastic program with recourse (2.1) sattsfies 8 the
W-condition, then K 2 = K(Z) and either Qix) = - 00 for all x E K 2 or

Q(x, 0 is finite for all x E K 2 and all ~ E Z. . .
It is not very clear from Definition 3.10 just how restnctIv~ the W-con

dition may be. In Appendix B we give a proof of the followmg theorem,
which in conjunction with certain remarks below suggests that many prac
tical stochastic programs satisfy the W-condition. (We remark .that alge
braic characterizations of hypotheses (i) and (ii) can be obtallled from
the results in [11].) . . .

THEOREM 3.12. Anyone of the following constitutes a sujJictent condttton
for a stochastic program with recourse to satisfy the W -condition :

(i) For each ~ E Z, pos W(O is a pointed cone and no column of W(~)

has zero norm.
(ii) There exists an integer k such that for each ~ E Z, pos W(~) is a (not

necessarily fixed) subspace of R
m

of d~mension k.
(iii) W(O is constant throughout Z. . . .
COROLLARY 3.13. A stochastic program satisfies the W-condttton 1f ~he~e

exists a linear combination of the rows of W which is strictly positive on Z, m
par~icular, if every component of some row of W is strictly positive for all ~

in Z. . . T h _ Where
Proof. If l' is a linear combmatIOn of the rows of n ,t en l' - 7r ,w
is a row vector of length m. But if l' is strictly positive, then every column

:f TV has a positive illner produet with 7r and hypothesis (i) of Theorem 3.12
holds.

tinuous, then
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x for the equations

*W*7'x + Iz = a ,
(3.17) z ~ 0,

where W* is the so-called polar matrix of Wand a* is a vector depending
on Wand Zp only. By Theorem 3.7,

J(2 = n J(2(r)
rEZpr
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N(x xo. 0 = IQ(x, 0 - Q(XO, ~) I
, , II x - XO II
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linear in (p, 'T), the proposition follows immediately from the properties
of the optimal value of a linear program as a function of the right-hand
sides and the coefficients of the objective function summarized in the
Appendix to [9].

Thus from Lemma 2.3 and Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 we have immediately
the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.4. Q(x) = EdQ(x, OJ is convex.

From this theorem and the properties of convexity it follows that, like
J(2 , the set J(2

8

and the set {x I Q(x) = - 00 J are convex and either Q(x)
is finite on J(2

8

or Q(x) = - 00 on the relative interior of J(28 • In general,
J(2

8

is not closed and Q(x) may be discontinuous on J(28
, even when Q(x)

is finite on J(28
•

We obtain additional regularity conditions for Q(x) if we impose the
plausible assumption that each component of ~ is square integrable (~ E L

2
)

and the more stringent requirement of fixed recourse, Le., W fixed.l
THEOREM 4.5. If W is fixed and ~ E L 2 , then J(2" = J(2 and either Q(x)

== - 00 on J(2 or Q(x) is finite and Lipschitz on J(2.

Proof. It suffices to consider x in J(2 and ~ in Z, and by Theorem 3.7,
Q(x,O < + 00 for these values. Let 2: = Z n (~ I - 00 < Q(x,O < + 00

for all x E J(2J. For any given x in J(2 and ~ in 2:, Q( x, 0 can be expressed
in terms of a basic solution of a linear program by writing

Q(x,~) = q(;)Wc;\(p - 7'x),

where W(i) is a nonsingular m X m square submatrix of Wand q'i) is the
(~orreHponding Hubvector of q. (Here we have assumed that W is of full
rank; if it iH not, we make it so by eliminating the dependent rows. Since
we have restricted our attention to feasible x and ~, dependence in W im
plies dependence in the augmented matrix [W, p - 1'x].) Thus for any
fixed x, 2: may be partitioned into a finite number of (Borel) subHets on
ea(~h of which Q(x, 0 is quadratic in ~. Since ~ iH square integrable it follows

that Q};(x) = r Q(x, 0 dJi. is finite for all x in J(2. If x, XO are distinctJ2;
points of K 2 , then since Q(x, ~) is polyhedral ill x,

(4.6)

achieves a maximum for each ~ when x, XO belong to the same region of
linearity of Q(x, O. For x, XO in the same linearity region we have Q(x, ~)

1 Added in proof: In "Qualitative AUBsagen zu einigen Problemen der stochasti
shen Programmierung", Z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie uud Verw. Gebiete, 6 (1966),
pp. 246-272, Peter Kall has obtained related results for stochastic programs with
complete recourse with q ~nd W fixed.

\
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= n J(2( 7')
rEZr

= {x I equations (3.17) are feasible for all '1' E Zrl.
Since Zr is polyhedral, so is W*(Zr) = {W*7' 17' E Zr}. Thus, by Propo-
sition 3.15, J(2 is polyhedral. .

In general, J(2 need not be p~lyhedral even If
(i) W is fixed and Zp and :er are polyhedral, or ... .
.. fix d A· lyhedral and the W-condltIOn IS satIsfied.(n) T and pare e, ~w IS po ,

4. Properties of Q(x). Since the functions Q(~, 0 and Q(x) have be:~

defined with the extended reals R for range, we wIll need to adapt the usu
definition for convex functions. .. _ .

DEFINITION 4.1. A function f with convex dom~lll ~ and range R IS c~vex

.. . h {( ) I E ~ z E R z 2: f(X)}IH a convex set, or eqUlva-If ItS epIgrap x, z x , ,_
lently, if

f(x>.) = f[(1 - A)XO + AXI] ~ (1 - A)f(xo) + V(Xl), A E [0,1],

where we adopt the conventions O· 00 = 0 and (+ (0) + (. - (0) = + ~ .
If the epigraph of f is a convex polyhedron we say that f IS convex po y-

hedral . d fi'f f
In Apendix C we develop some of the con~equencesof ~hIS . e III IOn ~_

Pt d the definition (24) of integratIOn for functIOns lllto the econvexl y an . . . .
tended reals including the followlllg proposltI~Il. n RN. t R

' f( t)' functwn from R X m 0 ,PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose x,. ~ ~s a. on RN. 7'hen!
. and measurable m ~ w~th respect to JI. .convex ~n x

F(x) = f f(x, 0 dJi. is also convex in x.

. . f th 'e ific properties of Q(x,\Ve now turn to the eXaml1latlOll 0 e sp c

and Q(x). . . polyhedral in'
PROPOSITION 4.3. Q(x, 0 is convex polyhedral ~n x, conve:t .

(p, 7'), and concave polyhedral.in q. ') ')) . re linear in x anc:l,
Proof. Since the right-hand SIdes of the program (~.~ a .•
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is closed for all ~ E Z,

is a member of (f for all x E X.

2; = K-
I (K2) = n K-\:r).

"'EK2

{xlxCR~1

{~ IxCR~1

STOCHASTIC PROGRAMS WITH RECOURSE

Suppose further that

Then

where

Proposition AI. A topological space is hereditarily separable if every sub
set with the induced topology is separable.

PROPOSITION AI. Suppose X is a hereditarily separahle topological space,
( Z, (f, p.) is an ahstract probability space and CR is a relation between X and
Z such that

\

Moreover, p.( 2;) = 1.

Proof· If K 2 is empty, then 2; == K-
I (0) == Z, whencep.(2;) == 1. Com

parison of the definitions of K 2 and K( Z) shows that K( Z) = K( 2;) = 0.
Now supposethatK2 ~ 0 and let XI ,X2, ••• be a sequence of points dense

00

in K 2 , and let 2;' = n K-I(Xi). From the properties of K and K-I it followlii that
i=l

K( ~) ::J U Xi for each ~ E 2;', and since K( 0 is closed, K(°::J K 2 for each
~ E 2;', whence it follows that 2;' = 2; and K2 C K(2;). But since 2;' is
the intersection of countably many sets of measure 1, p.( 2;) = 1, and hence
K 2 ::J K(2;). The proof is complete.

The fact that we can use this abstract method of proof for Theorem 3.5
(without introducing any but the simplest of the properties of the second
stage program) suggests that Theorem 3.5 may not be as strong as possible.

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3.12. The result is clearly trivial when
hypothesis (iii) holds. Moreover, by Corollaries 1 and 2 of [7], hypotheses
(i) and (ii) imply that the restriction of pos WW to Z is continuous. The
following two lemmas will be required to complete the proof.

LEMMA BI. pos [W
T

, - W
T

, I] = Rn if and only if pos W is a pointed
cone and none of the columns of W is zero.

Proof· Suppose pos [W
T

, - W T
, 1] = R n. Then some positive combination

of the columns of [W
T

, - W
T

, I] is a strictly negative vector; in fact, some
positive combination of the columns of [WT, - WTj, or equivalently, some

DAVID W. WALKUP AND ROGER J.-B. WETS

Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 3.6. The theorem follows from the fact
that K 2 W is closed and convex, and the slightly more general result,

- Q(XO,°= q(i>W(i\T(xO - X) for some i. Hence for any xO, x in K 2 ,

(4.6) IQ(x,O - Q(xo,OI ~ Iq(i)W(i\T(xo - x)1 ~ M·II ~112·11 XO - x II,
where M is a bound that is independent of i. It follows that Q};(x) is

Lipschitz with constant M JII ~112 dp.. But by Proposition 4.3, Q(x, °
= - 00 for some x in K 2 if and only if Q(x, °= - 00 for all x in K 2 •

Thus Qz-}; = J
z

_}; Q(x, °dp. is either identically - 00 or zero on K 2 • The

theorem now follows from a simple application of Lemma Cl in Appendix
C.

COROLLARY 4.7. Theorem 4.5 remains true if the hypothesis ~ E L 2 is re-
placed by any of the following:

(i) q is fixed and ~ E L 1 ,

(ii) p and T are fixed and ~ E L I ,

(iii) E is bounded.
We remark that (ii) of Corollary 4.7 constitutes a generalization of

certain results of a previous paper [9]. Proposition 24 of [9] asserts the
existence and continuity of Q(x) under the assumption that p E L 1 and
all other parameters are fixed. Proposition 27 of [9] shows the existence of
(nonvertical) supporting hyperplanes to the epigraph of Q( x) by giving
an explicit formula for them. But Corollary 4.7 shows that Q(x) is
Lipschitz and, therefore, there exists a bound N sueh that for each x E
K 2 there exists a hyperplane supporting the epigraph of Q( x) at (x, Q( x) )
with slope less than N.

COROLLARY 4.8. If P only is random, then eithc1' K2
8 is empty, Q(x) == - 00

on K 2 = K 2
8

, or Q(x) 1:S finite and Lipschitz on K 2 = K 2
8

•

Proof. The right side of (4.6) can be replaced by a bound independent
of ~. Thus Q( x) is Lipschitz where it is finite. But by Proposition C4 of
Appendix C, if xu, x E K 2 and Q(xo,°E L I , then Q(x,~) E L I •

Finally, we note the following supplement to Proposition 4.3.
PROPOSITION 4.9. For fixed W, Q(x, ° is Lipschitz in (x, (q, p, T))

on every bounded set on which Q(x, °is fin1:te.
Proof. By (4.6), Q(x, ~) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in x on each

bounded subset of R n X R N on which Q(x, ~) is finite. Similarly, since
Q(x, °is polyhedral in (p, T) and q, it follows that Q(x, ~~ is ~ipschitz

in (p, T) and q separately on bounded sets where Q(x, 0 IS fimte. The
eonclusion is immediate.
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as in (2.4).

where S, and S2 are disjoint measurable subsets of RN and J. dp. is defined

linear combination of the columns of W T is a strictly negative vector.
But this last condition is equivalent to saying that some ve.ctor. has. a
strietly negative inner product with every column of W, whICh ImplIes
that pos W is pointed and no column of W is zero. A conv~rse argument
shows that if pos W is pointed and no column of W I~ z~ro, then
pos [W T

- WT
] contains a strictly negativ~ veetor, from whICh It follows

immedi~tely that pos [W
T

, - W
T

, 11 = R
n

• . ..

LEMMA B2. pos W is a subspace of dhnension It: if and only. ~f

pos [W T
, - W T

] is a subspace of dl:mension k supporting pos I at the ongtn
only.

Proof. Clearly, pos [W T
, - W T

] is always a subspace. Now subspaces are
characterized among the convex cones in that every linear form on the con
taining space is either zero on the cone or takes on both. positive an?
negative values there. In other word~, pos W is a su~space If and o~l! If
7rW ~ °implies 7rW = 0, where 7r IS a 1 X m matrIx. Thus pos n IS ~

subspace if and only if every linear combinati~m of the columns of W
which lies in pos I is actually the zero column. Fmally, we observe that the
dimension of pos W, the rank of W, the rank of W T

, and the dimension of
pos [W T

, - W T
] are all equal. T

Lemma Bl shows that if Theorem 3.12(i) holds, then pos [W(O.,
- W(~f, 11 is continuous in ~ since it is constant. If (ii) holds, then It
follows from Lemma B2 that

(a) dim eC pos [W T
, - W T

, 11 = dim po,; [W
T

, T- W
T

] T= k,. .
(b) a column of [W T

, - W T
, I] lies in eC pos [W , - W , l1If and only If

it is a eolumn of [WT
, - W T

],

for all W = W(~), ~ E Z, where eCc denotes the maximal linear subspacTe
contained in the cone C. From [7, Theorem 21, we have that pos [~ •
- W T l1 is a continuous function on the set ([W(~f, - W(~f, 111 ~ E 2:1.
It foll~ws then that pos [W(~) T, - W(~) T, I] is a continuous function on 2:.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.12.

We do not know whether the hypotheses of Theorem 3.12 can be replaced
by the more general hypotheses of [7, Theorem 2].

Appendix c. Properties of the integral (2.4~. N •

LEMMA Cl. If f(~) is any measurable functIOn from R 'mto the extended
reals R, then

1313RTOCHARTIC PROGRA MR WITH RECOURSE

JU(~) + g(O] dp. ~ 1f(~) dp. + 1g(~) dp.

The equality for the terms C and D follows from the fact that the union of
two disjoint measurable sets has positive measure if and only if one of them
does.

PROPOSITION C3. The integral (2.4) is order preservl:ng, i.e., if f and g
are measurable functions from RN into R, and f(~) ~ g(O for all ~ l'n RN ,

then 1f(O dp. ~ 1g(O dp..

Proof. By Lemma Cl it suffices to show Fs= Is f( 0 dp. ~ Gs
= Is g(~) dp. for each set S in a finite measurable partition of R N• Note

that for any set S of measure zero, Fi! = Gs trivially. If p.[S, = {f(0
= - 00)] > 0, then - 00 = Fs , ~ Gs,. If p.[S2 = {f(0 = +ooj] > 0,
then Fs, = Gs, = +00. If p.[Sa = {-oo <f(O < +00, g(O = +00J]
> 0, then FSa ~ GSa = + 00. For the remaining set S4, on which f and
g are finite, FS4 ~ GS4 by the order-preserving properties of the Lebesgue
Stieltjes integral for finite-valued functions.

PROPOSITION C4. The integral (2.4) is subadditive, i.e., if f and g are
measurable functions from RN into R, then

Proof. The definition of addition on the extended reals is commutative
and assrwiative; thus it suffiees to show that an equality of the same form
as ((;2) holds for c;wh of the four terms (2..5) defining the integral (2.4).
From the standard properties of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integml it follows
that Ai!,u82lfJ = As,[f] + As,[f] and Bs,us,U] = BsJf] + Bs,ff], where

As[f] = J f(~) dp., etc.
IO~fw<+",)ns

\

From this it follows by Propositions C3 and C4 that

F(x>.) ~ (1 - A)F(xo) + AF(xI) ,

where F(x) = Jf(x, ~) dp., which i:o exactly the condition of convexity

for F(x).

w1:th equality if either of the l:ntegrals on the right is .finite.
Proof· The proof is similar to that for Proposition C3.
P1'uuf of Proposition 4.2. If f(x, ~) is convex in x, then by definition,

f(:I.:>., 0 = f[(1 - A)XO + AX" ~] ~ (1 - A)f(xo, 0 + Aj(x, , ~),

A E [0, 1], ~ ERN.

"""f.'

~

1 f(~) dp. = 1f(~) dp. + 1 f(O dll.
S, US2 S, S,

DAVID W. WALKUP AND ROGER J.-B. WETS
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Re z > o.(2)

2. Results obtained from the integral representation. The function can
be represented as (see [13, p. 376])

f
+«>

2Ki .(z) = exp {-z cosh t - ivtJ dt,
• _«>

ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF THE MODIFIED BESSEL
FUNCTION OF THE THIRD KIND OF

IMAGINARY ORDER*

* Received by the editors July 19, 1965, and in revised form January 24,1967.
t Department ~Mathematics,Portland State College, Portland, Oregon 97207.
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CHARLES B. BALOGHt

1. Introduction and summary. The modified Bessel equation

d
2
w 1 dw (v2

)
( 1) dz2 + zdz + Z2 - 1 w = 0

with its particular solution w = Ki.(z), the modified Bessel function of the
third kind of imaginary order, plays an important role in the diffraction
theory of pulses and in the study of certain hydrodynamical models. More
over, this function is the kernel of the Lebedev transform [3].

The aim of this paper is to give a complete description of the asymptotic
behavior of K i• for large values of v, which is the important case in dif
fraction problems.

The function K i. has been investigated by several authors. Asymptotic
formulas are derived by Friedlander [2] for K i.( vz) and for the zeros of
K~.(vz), when v is large and z is real. Debye-type series and a Nicholson
series are given for Kip in [4]. It has been stated by P6lya [10] and proved
by Palm [9] that K ••(z) can have only real zeros. In a research announce
ment [1] uniform asymptotic expansions are given for Kip, K:pand for their
zeros; the proofs have been omitted.

In the present work the proofs of these expansions are given; moreover,
precise, explicit error bounds are provided for the truncated series.

In §2 we present the Debye-type series for Kip and for its derivative, for
real v and z > 0; these series fail to give satisfactory approximations near
the transition point z = v of (l). In the case where v "" z and v - z
= 0 (i/ 3

), we derive the Nicholson series for complex values of z; invert
ing this expansion we obtain an asymptotic power series for the z-zeros of
Kip(z). In §3 uniform asymptotic expansions with explicit error bounds are
derived for K ip( vz) and K ip( vZ), where v is large in the domain of the
complex variable z: Iarg z I < 11' - 0, Z ~ 0, 0 being an arbitrary small
positive number. In the last section the zeros of Kip and of K~p are dis
cussed.
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